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PAMPELONNE 2019 

I am pleased to present you the new Pampelonne beach map! 
 
Buildings have been moved back close to the car parks to let the dune revegetate. 
Just a few beach clubs opened at this stage:  Tahiti, 1051, Moorea, Tiki, Club 55, Nikki Beach 
and Migon. 
As per the progressive openings, I will be able to give you more information. 
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TROPEZINA: is a true institution of the Pampelonne beach and Chateau de la Messardière’s 
partner since 1998. Created in 1962 it will keep all the magic of Pampelonne. The new 
version of Tropézina will be enhanced by the green hand of Thierry Derbez and a close 
collaboration with the architect of the Messardière. It will be part of the establishments 
open to the year from December 26 to November 11 
Mediterranean cuisine including delicious seafood specialties: tartare and bourride of fish, 
grilled lobsters ...,  
Later in the summer, the nephew of Stéphane Courbit, Zucchiatti Mathieu, La Folie Douce 
Manager in Meribel, will join the team to raise the degrees. 
 
BAR DU SOLEIL: same owner than Tahiti Beach and just next to it. Music is quiet, the 
atmosphere is more family-friendly for those who want to rest and enjoy the beach without 
the “bling bling”.  
Italian Cuisine 
 
TAHITI: was created in 1952 by Felix Palmari, well recognizable by its orange umbrellas. 
Kirk Douglas, Juliette Greco, Françoise Sagan, Roger Vadim, Brigitte Bardot made it a myth. 
The "orange beach" had for faithful Charles Aznavour, Enrico Macias, Gilbert Bécaud or 
Johnny Halliday. Serge Gainsbourg celebrated a memorable birthday with his family.  
Felix whose nickname was the "king of Pampelonne" died in 2006. Since then his children, 
are running the hotel and the beach restaurant. It's the oldest beach, an institution, a more 
“quiet” one ideal for family and young children as shallow waters there.  
Italian and Mediterranean Cusisine. 
 
LE 1051: the first 100% green establishment of the beach of Pampelonne opened in 2018, in 
total conformity with the scheme of development realized by the municipality of 
Ramatuelle. 
For seven generations, his family, also owner of a vineyard, a guest house and a campsite in 
Ramatuelle. Built using natural materials, the Menu is using fresh local ingredients for the 
best of the Mediterranean flavors, grilled fish, beautiful salads with organic vegetables from 
Cogolin, the wine of the family estate produced in collaboration with the wine cooperative of 
Grimaud and the essential references of the domains of the peninsula. A cocktail bar near the 
beach. 
 
MOOREA: the Coutal family runs this beach club since the early 80s.  
Moorea will keep its faithful clients. The bar is now “inside”, totally new decoration, still 
white and turquoise colors with paillottes. New Mshop. 
Same Chef, same Mediterranean cuisine. 
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LOULOU: is a collaboration between Jean-Philippe Cartier, the head of the H8 Collection 
Hotels, and Laurent de Gourcuff and Gérard Malafosse, the duo with whom he already 
manages the Saint Tropez’s Hotel Ermitage, and Loulou in Paris. 

If the decoration is still secret, we already know that the Menu will cover all bases of the 
Classics of the French Cuisine with a strong Mediterranean accent, from easy-going pizzas to 
extravagant lobster creations.  
 

LES PALMIERS: new location, totally new decoration, new bar with sea view…. Still secret. 
However it will still be the live and crazy atmosphere of Mimi and Stephanie the owners. 
 
L’ORANGERIE: Big changes for the family Manificat with the move from Boulevard Patch to 
the Tamaris sector. The new beach club will be built in natural larch, like the initial 
architecture but with much more of a view. A big renovation to welcome you in a family 
atmosphere. 
 
PLAYA AMIGOS: part of the Campsite La Toison d’Or 
 
NEPTUNE: remains The naturist beach of Pampelonne, affiliated to the French Federation of 
Naturism. 

TIKI BEACH and TIKI CLUB: belong to the Kon Tiki Resort. 
Fine Provençal cuisine 
 
CLUB 55: the Unique and mythic place of Pampelonne; Simplicity and authenticity quite 
apart from the Pampelonne standards. No real change except the snack bar moved closer to 
the main the building that was not on the beach.  
 
CAP 21 LES MURENNES:  born in 1956 - Re-Born in 2019, Bertrand and Philippe are 
preparing Cap 21 new face ... well known as the beach of the Locals, they want to keep its 
identity, friendly and generous. 
 
LA SERENA: this new beach restaurant wants to create the New Pampelonne in a friendly 
atmosphere and focuses on good and healthy products.  
 
BYBLOS BEACH: should be a chic and relaxed experience. Setting with marine world accents 
and a cuisine with Mediterranean flavors revisited by Chef of Byblos hotel.  
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LA RESERVE A LA PLAGE: Michel Reybier owner wanted it a charming, friendly and family 
place The laid-back spirit of a charming cabin. Inspired by the creator Philippe Starck, "La 
Réserve à la Plage" pretends to reinvent the original spirit of Saint-Tropez in a bohemian chic 
atmosphere. 
Sunny flavors of a Mediterranean cuisine at lunch time created by Eric Canino, chef of the La 
Voile starred restaurant La Réserve Ramatuelle, and the complicity of the chef at "La Reserve 
à la Plage", Nicolas Cantrel. More festive atmosphere at the end of the day, music and 
champagne. 
 
LA DUNE/ VERDE: should be the new crazy beach of Pampelonne managed by Christope 
Artis well known in the Parisian nights. But still very secret… 
 
NIKKI BEACH: one of the hottest, sexiest beach clubs, heaven for enjoying bottomless 
champagne, delicious cuisine, incredible music and exciting live entertainment. 
 
CABANE BAMBOU: nomad chic atmosphere in a bamboo hut that should evolve to the year 
with a cozy option and fire for winter periods. The Naveau Family is running this 
establishment since 2004. 
 
INDIE BEACH: when 3 tropezian friends decide to invest Pampelonne… they create Indie 
Beach. 
Fresh and fine cuisine with local products, tropical and Argentinian decoration. 
  
L’ESQUINADE: Family friendly beach, provençal cuisine. 
 
TROPICANA: Beach of the famous Tropezian tart, It is a family place, chic and tasteful. 
They will keep the same atmosphere in the new Tropicana 
. 
LE MIGON: open all year round, located at the end of the beach of Pampelonne under the 
lighthouse of Camarat it is a typical local restaurant combining Provencal and Italian cuisine.  
Around the fireplace in winter or on the summer terrace facing the sea that you can enjoy a 
grilled fish, a seafood platter or a bouillabaisse specialties. 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 


